Custom Designs and
Modifications
Does your project need a custom design or special product
modification? ANP Lighting has 100 years of combined experience
in designing and manufacturing lighting projects to your
specifications.

Our in-house team of experienced lighting engineers will work with you
to develop your custom design, or modifications to standard
products. Below, you will find examples of some of ANP Lighting's
previous custom projects.

Sierra Bella
Sierra Bella, a beautiful housing development in Southern
California, adds a twist to our LA124 fixture and is accompanied by
a completely custom post arm.

The fixture is modified with a ball finial on the bottom side of the
fixture, giving it an elongated look and more decorative feature. The
post arm is a combination of cast aluminum scrolls and aluminum
tubing to create an elegant design.

1st Street Bridge
Renovation
The historic 1st Street Bridge over the Los Angeles River is one of
the City’s most recognized historic-cultural monuments. When the
bridge was renovated, the designers recreated light fixtures
resembling those used in 1929 to maintain its historical value.

The City of Los Angeles then looked to ANP Lighting to fabricate
the custom period lantern and large scale bracketed arm.
Designers provided their design to our engineering team and our inhouse foundry developed a custom re-creation of the distinctive
lantern and post mount arm, to match the historic architecture of the
bridge.

Dana Point Lanterns
Dana Point, California is a city known for its history. Driving through
Dana Point's Lantern District, you will notice many colored lantern
themed streets. Such as: Golden Lantern Street, Amber Lantern
Street, Silver Lantern Street, Cooper Lantern Street, Violet Lantern
Street and Blue Lantern Street.

These streets are some of the oldest existing streets in the Dana
Point area that date back to the 1920's! ANP Lighting was honored
to provide the custom colored glass and lanterns for this historical
city.

CRACK'D Kitchen
CRACK'D Kitchen & Coffee is a culinary driven gourmet breakfast
eatery located in Andover, Massachusetts. The design team
showed interest in using ANP Lighting's M+D Magnolia fixture for
the interior of their new restaurant.

ANP Lighting's team came up with a clever way to modify our
original Magnolia fixture into a custom fixture that mimicked a
cracked eggshell.

This one of a kind look, combined with a soft-lensed LED lighting
solution provides a comfortable environment for the restaurant's
patrons to enjoy the space in a truly unique and interesting way.

Click here to view more of ANP's custom projects

If you have any questions or would like to know more about how
ANP Lighting can help your custom project come to life, please
contact one of the ANP team members below:
Quotes: Margie Sevillano | margie@anplighting.com
Regional Sales Manager: Shane Foster | shane@anplighting.com
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